
For some, the rain and melting snow might be bad news, but at Signal Hill, the rain can’t bring us down!  

In fact, the rain has been fueling our learning!   

Ms. Niet, Ms. Herring, Ms. Siblock and Mrs. Cameron’s classes all went cross-country skiing again and it 

was soggy!  However, they still had fun in the snow and had time to spend with each other and their 

buddies.  Maybe the best part was realizing that fun can happen in any weather! 

There is a lot of science happening in our school these days and hands on activities have been helping 

students question, predict and investigate a variety of concepts.  For example, Ms. Leverton’s K/1s have 

been tracing animal tracks on their Wilderness Wednesdays.  They found deer tracks that were later 

wiped away from the rain.  Luckily, the deer was very cooperative and returned to the area so that they 

could find the tracks once again!  Students were so excited to have been lucky enough to see the deer 

tracks twice!  Who knows, maybe next week will bring a third visit… 

Ms. Mitchell’s class has also been investigating science concepts.  They are studying the scientific 

process through the investigation of molecules and heat.  Through experiments, they have been learning 

and practicing their scientific drawings and observations.  One students reported that they had fun and 

learned a lot by investigating the rate of dissolution in hot vs. cold water using food colouring.  The 

student enthusiasm and understanding of particle theory was truly amazing!  Way to go! 

Mrs. Arndt’s class has been spinning around to investigate particle theory, playing games which have 

them transformed into solids, liquids and gasses.  They were energized into various states of matter and 

had to investigate which state they were in using collaboration and community knowledge.  They have 

also been bouncing around learning about time!  Through the investigation process, they have been 

learning about what a minute looks like and feels like!  They have been racing time by seeing what they 

can get done in a minute.  They were jumping, bouncing balls, clapping, skipping and jumping jacks.  It 

turns out they are pretty quick ball bouncers, they can bounce over 120 times in a minute! 

Mlle. Hamonic’s class has been planning for their future by thinking about what they might what to do 

after public school.  They wrote essays and submitted them to a competition through EVERFI.  The grand 

prize?  A scholarship for post-secondary education!  We wish them good luck! 

We look forward to another exciting week! 


